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*

diamond days
light of a childhood spent
beneath the aspen

Kate S. GodSey

1



picnic

picking the sand 
out of the icing 
my sister finds a dragonfly 
in the drizzle cake

tracy davidSon
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FireFly

The firefly blinks
on ... off ... on ... off ... on ...
childhood semaphore
for joy and wonder

ShirdoG

3



neon 700nM

Bright red exit sign
Just gasses trapped in glass
Why do you tempt me
To escape from this class?

MaGGie SiMpSon

4



univerSe

i am 
in there

somewhere.

anton FroSt
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o. o. blinK #2

Everythinghasaspacewhereotherssuspectasecret.

o. o. MehallerbMu
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a prophet

The saxophone a crook
Across his shoulder
A staff to lean on

MarK renney

7



andy

He dreams into infinity.
It steams and bubbles and plops.
Time tastes of tomato soup.

phil Wood
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WintoGreen

three peas wonder
swirling in the gravy
could that gobbler be carrying
a lifesaver in his pocket?

o. o. MehallerbMu
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aM and FM

The radio losing a station. 
White noise 
like an unfinished poem.

bernard henrie
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FruStration

Mona Lisa drained by the dance
of air — time’s claw proposes nothing

eternal.

andreW Geary
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colluSion

Fill that suitcase
with everything that’s missing
in our intertwined lives.
Pack light.

Gary Glauber
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*

Tall blades of grass sway
gently in the breeze before
lawn mower’s swift slice.

colleen M. Farrelly
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yo-yo

Like the yo-yo, leashed
You cast me out and reel me in
One day the string will break

Xanthe elliott
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*

Two credit union tellers
on a sidewalk smoke break 
between Cancer Services and Hospice

david e. poSton
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*

electrodes gather up
the traces, record biography 
in a spider’s hand

roSeMary badcoe
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StorM

Hoofbeat hearts reverberate
thunder sliding over the next range —

reams of cardiogram paper spill
Wildly over the topography.

leah Shaper
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funeral
amid the sobbing
a baby smiles

John J. han

18



outGroWn

Like clothes,
sorted through, discarded
when lifestyles change,
friends.

Sally lonG
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*

a tale spun
swings softly
at 3 am …

Sherry Steiner
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Saturday MorninG parade

Two wild black boars,
cab-slung by rear hocks, 
parade mainstreet outback Queensland;
a ute with tons of grunt.

MaX MercKenSchlaGer
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the wind
moving through the bush
moves into me

ben Moeller-Gaa
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*

In the garden, 
   I become the butterfly 
      and the flower.

rehn Kovacic
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SuMMer SonG

Western meadowlark
flutes across a yellow field
’til it disappears.

ricK livinGSton

24



RosemaRy Badcoe has been published in various anthologies and journals, most recently Other Poetry, Ink Sweat 
and Tears, and Fourteen Magazine. She is editor of the online poetry magazine Antiphon (www.antiphon.org.uk).

TRacy davidson lives in Warwickshire, England, and enjoys writing poetry and flash fiction. Her work has ap-
peared in various publications, including Modern Haiku, Mslexia, Atlas Poetica, Roundyhouse, A Hundred Gourds, 
and Notes from the Gean.

XanThe ellioTT is the alter-ego of a mild-mannered Maryland accountant. Penning both poetry and prose, 
her work is featured in 16 Single Sentence Stories, 101Fiction.com, Poppy Road Review, Rose Red Review, and others.

colleen m. FaRRelly is a freelance writer whose works have recently appeared in Lake City Poets, PostPoetry, 
Step Away, and Vine Leaves. She currently lives in Miami, Florida.

anTon FRosT has appeared in Verdad, Parcel, and Third Wednesday. He lives in Michigan.

andRew GeaRy is a college student studying English. He uses his spare time to work on his poetry and fiction. 
He doesn’t like musicals or sports.

GaRy GlauBeR is a poet and teacher. He recently took part in Found Poetry Review’s Pulitzer Remix project. 
Recent poems are forthcoming in Stone Voices, Chupa Chabra House, Eunoia Review, and Black Cat Lit.
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All poems and artwork in this journal were published with permission. All rights belong to the authors 
and artists, who attest to the originality of their works. Please do not reproduce poems or artwork found 
in this journal without permission.
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http://www.antiphon.org.uk


KaTe s. Godsey is an avid photographer, as well as a poet. She began writing haiku in 2010. Kate has been 
published in a wide variety of journals. She resides in a coastal town in Northern California.

shiRdoG (Shir Haberman) is a former journalist living on the New Hampshire seacoast with his wife, Micki. His 
work has appeared in various online journals. You can follow him on Twitter, @shirdog1966, and on his blog at 
shirdog.blogspot.com.

John J. han, Ph.d., is a professor of English and creative writing at Missouri Baptist University. His poems 
have appeared in Cave Region Review, Frogpond, The Laurel Review, South by Southeast, and other venues 
worldwide.

BeRnaRd henRie loves poetry and peach cobbler; his credits: Apple Valley Review, Cha, Cortland Review, MiPOesias, 
Quarterly Literary Review Singapore, Shampoo, Soundzine, Aperture, and Blackbox Manifold, the magazine of 
Cambridge University, England.

Rehn Kovacic writes poetry in the American Southwest. His work has appeared in Prune Juice and Issa’s Untidy 
Hut. When not writing poetry, he advises students in the Math Department at Arizona State University.

RicK livinGsTon, a hopeless romantic, wrote POEMS OF LOVE. His style ranges from formal lyrical to sharp edged 
freestyle. He believes poetry should be “wordless as the flight of birds” (MacLeish).

sally lonG is a postgraduate creative writing student at the University of East London. Her work has appeared 
in a number of magazines including Ink Sweat and Tears, Snakeskin, and South.
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o.o. mehalleRBmu engages the hearts and minds of stroke and dementia patients as a hospital volunteer. He 
is published in Trove, and is working on a collection of his poetry to be published in Australia in 2014.

maX meRcKenschlaGeR wastes time on the computer. He has published two poetry books and co-written two 
musicals. Max and Jacqui’s solar powered home is on 24ha revegetated mallee, reducing their carbon footprint. 
| babblersmaxandjacqui.com

Ben moelleR-Gaa lives in St. Louis, Missouri. His haiku have appeared in numerous anthologies and journals 
including Haiku 21, The Red Moon Anthology (2011 & 2012), Acorn, Frogpond, Modern Haiku, and The Heron’s Nest.  
| www.benmoellergaa.com

david e. PosTon’s work has appeared most recently in Main Street Rag and Nerve Cowboy. His chapbook Post-
modern Bourgeois Poetaster Blues won the North Carolina Writers’ Network’s Randall Jarrell/Harperprints Poetry 
Competition in 2007.

maRK Renney lives in the UK and has had poems and short stories published in the journals Blithe Spirit, still, 
RAW NerVZ, and Interpreter’s House.

leah shaPeR is a freelance writer in Philadelphia fascinated with all things science, art, culture, politics, philos-
ophy, and personal reflection. She is marshaling to write poetry and narrative nonfiction whilst homesteading 
from the north country. | @LeahShaper

maGGie simPson is an English major at University of California at Berkeley and an NCAA Champion rower. This 
is her first poetry publication.
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sheRRy sTeineR lives in Housatonic, Massachusetts. Published eclectic writer of short poems, long poems, 
performance pieces, monologues, and more. | www.sherrysteiner.com

Phil wood is employed to work on statistics. Poetry is a lifestyle choice outside that reality. His most recent 
published work can be read in London Grip.
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Four and Twenty is an online poetry journal focused on short form poetry. We specifically seek out fresh and 
emerging voices to include in the journal. Our guidelines are simple. All poems must be four lines or fewer 
in length and contain no more than twenty words (hence, Four and Twenty). A new issue of the journal is 
released the third Tuesday of each month.

Publisher & Designer: Vinnie Kinsella 
Assistant Publisher & Classroom Publishing Coordinator: Kay Tracy 

FIND | US ONLINE:

Website | 4and20poetry.com

Twitter | twitter.com/4and20poetry

Instagram | instagram.com/4and20poetry

Facebook | facebook.com/4and20poetry

http://4and20poetry.com
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